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Letter from the President
I am so excited to be going to Convention. As in years past I look forward to hearing the speakers, learning new “tricks of the trade,” getting revitalized! Looking at the list
of Speakers that are presenting this
year once again confirms that
CCPPNS puts on one of the best
ECE conventions around.

Many Thanks to those you who put
this together this year- the SAN
FRANCISCO COUNCIL.
The year is winding down, and
change is in air.

As many of you know, the members
of CCPPNS voted to amend the
CCPPNS By-Laws. Thank you to
all you who took the time to read,
examine and vote. It was a great
ballot turn out. More than 5% of our
members voted. Thank you.
What this means for you the member schools, is a more streamlined
board,
better
communication
threads and tools, and more involvement from you/your school, in
aways that feel comfortable and
productive. CCPPNS is a volunteer
organization, as you know, were
teachers and parents come together
for the common goal of our wonderful Co-Op Schools- we are all in
this together.
As I step down from being the
Board President I feel I should put
this IDEA down in ink, because
when you put things in writing, others will see and the goal just might

happen. A mention of a goal for a
CCPPNS benefit to member schools
was suggested several months backMedical Insurance under the
CCPPNS umbrella.
Many years ago this idea was
looked into, and at the time it was
deemed impossible, yet know with
times changing and so many options
out there- it could become a possibility. Directors, teachers, many
rely on spouses medical insurance
and if not they purchase insurance
on their own at an astronomical
rate. If we, CCPPNS, could do this
for our Directors and Teachers that
would be amazing. I do know that
several people have already begun
to look into this, yet if any of you
who are reading this know of a way
to get this done, or have an idea,
please contact us on our website
www.CCPPNS.org
Come March 12, a new CCPPNS
Board will be elected. I am excited
to see who will be representing the
schools: some will be seasoned, and
some will be fresh and the combination of the two, will be amazing.
This will be a transition year, a time
to figure out ebb and flow of the
new restructure- there is possibility
in the air.

I want to thank each and every person who sat on the CCPPNS board,
who was an RCP and delegate and
to those who worked in the background
for this

year last. It was a pleasure and honor to be working with you and I feel
that much was accomplished. You
are a great group of people, action
minded, full of ideas, were willing
to listen to others and find a common ground, YOU are Co-Op people. Peace and Cooperation,
Joyce
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Why Sleep is So Important for Your Brain
November 2, 2017 Betty Vine

Henry David Thoreau is quoted as saying,
“Happiness is like a butterfly: the more you chase it,
the more it will elude you,
but if you turn your attention
to other things, it will come
and sit softly on your shoulder.” I would revise this
statement
by
replacing
“happiness” with “sleep” – it
seems the more ardently you
pursue some shut-eye, the
harder it becomes to fall
asleep. More and more
Americans are not getting
the recommended seven to
eight hours of zzzz’s a night.
Indeed, “About one-third of
people living in first-world
countries are required to
wake up two hours before
their circadian clocks, or
‘natural waking times,’ tell
them to, and 69 percent of
people have to wake up one
hour before their bodies
would like them to.” The
evidence shows that this is a
problem that can wreak havoc on our bodies and, of
course, our brains.

One rodent study demonstrated
that, “Prolonged lack of sleep
led to 25 percent of certain
brain cells dying,” in mice.
The researchers replicated the
type of “sleep loss common in
modern life, through night
shifts or long hours in the office.” Even more worrisome:
these changes appear to be
permanent. Professor Sigrid
Veasey says, “We now have
evidence that sleep loss can
lead to irreversible injury.”
These results were echoed in
several studies conducted on
humans. One study in particular “found that just one night
of sleep deprivation was linked
with signs of brain tissue loss,
measured by blood levels
of two brain molecules that
usually increase after brain
damage.” Additionally, a separate, longitudinal study took
MRI’s of participant’s brains
over the course of 3 ½ years.
They discovered that, “Those
with sleep problems had a
more rapid decline in brain
volume or size over the course

of the study than those who
slept well. The results were
even more significant in participants over the age of 60.”
So what do these structural
changes potentially mean for
our daily cognitive functioning? For starters, it causes significant detriment to your
memory processing systems.
Studies show that getting
enough sleep can help you
remember things you learned
the day before, particular in a
classroom setting. Furthermore, one study found that
sleep-deprived
participants
“were significantly more likely
to say they had seen a news
video when they in fact never
had … [and] 38 percent of
them incorporated false information the researchers had
given them [while recounting a
personal story].”
Lack of sleep is also harmful to
our emotional wellbeing. First
and foremost, there is a strong
correlation between insomnia
and depression. It also can
cause us to become more irra-

tional. One study “used functioning Magnetic Resonance
Imaging to show that after sleep
deprivation, the brain’s emotional centers were more
than 60 percent more reactive.”
Anyone who has ever pulled an
all-nighter can probably attest
to the fact that mood swings are
a natural result.
Clearly, getting enough sleep
every night is an essential part
of our physical and mental
health – just as important our
nutrition and exercise. Getting
your beauty sleep allows you
function at an optimal level.
(Editor’s note: If you enjoy this
blog post, please consider
a print or digital subscription to
our magazine.)
http://brainworldmagazine.com/
sleep-important-brain/

10 Benefits that Highlight the Importance of Reading With Young Children
Posted by Chontelle Bonfiglio

We all know that reading to our children is
important. But did you know that toddlers and
pre-schoolers who are read to every day have
many advantages and benefits. Not only does
reading enhance a child’s vocabulary, and to
help them understand how to read and write,
but reading aloud to children also helps them
to understand different topics about the world
and every day life. The importance of reading cannot be emphasised enough in young
children and we as parents need to make reading a priority.
Below are some benefits and advantages that
highlight the importance of reading.
1. Reading to young children sets them up to
succeed
The more you read to your children, the more
knowledge they absorb, and knowledge is im-

portant in all aspects of life. There
have many studies that show reading to
babies and toddles gives them a head start
and helps to prepare them for school later
down the line. After all, reading with your
children gives them the skills needed for
when they start to read themselves.
It is important that children learn to follow
words across the page from left to right,
and turn pages which are pre-reading skills
that benefit children and help them to become better readers later on. Children who
enjoy reading not only do better in language and literacy subjects, but in all of the
different subjects as well.
2. Reading develops language skills
While you may speak with your children
every day, the vocabulary you use is often
limited and repetitive. Reading books en-

sures that your child is exposed to
vocabulary on different topics,
which means they hear words or
phrases which they may not hear
otherwise in their day to day lives.
The more words they know, the
better. For children who speak
more than one language, reading is
an easy way to help their language
skills and is important to develop
their fluency.
3.Exposure to reading exercises
your child’s brain
Reading to young children affects
their brain activity and may just
give them that boost they need to
support and promote their early
reading skills. Research shows that
specific areas of the brain are
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Join the Board!
The CCPPNS board is a statewide
board of volunteers of teachers and
parents committed to keeping the
schools and teacher connected
throughout the state. It takes leadership and dedication and it is a
worthwhile way to support the cooperative preschool movement in
California.
The complete board from North
and South meet twice a year, once
in October in Selma, CA for a
weekend board and planning session and again in March after Convention, either in the north or south
depending on the location of the
event. This year, it is in San Francisco on March 11, 2018. At that
time, a new board is elected. Nominations will be solicited after the
first of the year.
Each North and South component
of the board meets 4-5 at different
councils so you get a broad view of
the state schools.
The board has just undergone reorganization and new job titles and

job descriptions will be available
the next cycle after the first of
the year. There are also appointed committee jobs that might be
an introductory look at the
board.
There will be a President, VP in
the north and south, Secretary in
the north and south, Finance in
the north and south, Advisor in
the north and south, Treasurer,
Communications director, State
Administrator and Convention
Consultant.
Appointed committee jobs include Awards, Historian, Nominations, PCPI Rep, Pins/
Publications. Preschooler, Leadership and Legislation.
The benefits are many fold. It is
a professional growth opportunity, a connection to other leaders
in your field and it allows you to
direct the course of the state
board. It allows you to attend
convention as a guest as the

board is involved in the convention as advisors.
If you have any questions about
any of the board positions, feel
free to contact me or any board
member.
Konne Ainsworth
VP North, CCPPNS
teacherkonne@yahoo.com

He’s Always Been My Son
Janna Barkin’s family has come a long way since their child,
Amaya, first told them he was a boy and not a girl. Her captivating memoir, He’s Always Been My Son – a mother’s story
about raising her transgender son, charts the family's experiences of raising Amaya from birth through to adulthood. This inspiring and moving story, told from the
heart of an extraordinary family, recounts the emotional and uplifting journey of raising a transgender
son. With powerful chapters written by Amaya's family and friends, Janna shares personal stories of the
support and discoveries her family has encountered and provides a 'care package' of advice for families
facing similar issues, including a glossary of terms and a list of hand-picked support sources. Written
with warmth and humor, He's Always Been My Son reminds us to accept others for who they are and
will support, educate and inspire anyone who reads it.
Janna is an author, educator, yoga instructor, and mother. Her youngest is transgender. Janna served as
director of the Novato Parents Nursery School, a cooperative preschool in Novato, CA, and at the SFJCC
Rosenberg Early Childhood Center in San Francisco. Currently, she focuses her attention on gender advoContinued on page 7
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10 Benefits that Highlight—cont from page 2
affected when young children have reading exposure at home from an early age.
These areas are critical for a child’s language development.
4. Reading enhances a child’s concentration
While you may think it is useless reading
to a toddler who wants to constantly turn
pages, swap books, or throw them
around altogether, reading with your little
one is extremely important at this age. By
consistently reading to your child every
day, your child will learn to concentrate
and sit still for longer periods of time,
which can help later on when they go to
school.
5. Reading together encourages a thirst
for knowledge
Reading to your children leads to questions about the book and the information
within. It gives you a chance to speak
about what is happening and use this as a
learning experience. It may also develop
an interest in different cultures or languages. There is nothing better seeing a
child who loves to learn.
6. A range of books teaches children
about different topics
Providing your child with different types
of books on different topics, or even in
different languages for bilingual kids,
gives them a wide range of information
for them to learn. There are informative
books on topics such as different animals,
places or objects etc, and there are also
different books to help teach children
about important life skills such as sharing,
being kind, and diversity. There are also
some amazing personalized books which
make great gifts!
Recommended:
TOP Children’s Story Books
7. Reading develops a child’s imagination
and creativity
One of the great benefits of reading with
children is watching their growing imagination. When we really engage in a book
we imagine what the characters are doing. We imagine the setting as reality.
Seeing the excitement on a child’s eyes

when they know what is going to be on the
next page, or having them guess what is
going to happen is one of the most amazing
things to experience.
8. Reading books with children helps to
develop empathy
When a child can put himself into the story
it helps them to develop empathy. They
identify with characters, and they feel what
they are feeling. Children begin to understand and relate to emotions.
9. Books are a form of entertainment
With so much technology these days, it is
difficult not to get caught up in all the hype
of it all. TV, Video games, smart phones and
apps are popular among children. However,
reading a good book that your child is interested in can be just as entertaining. With all
of the negative affects of screen time,
choosing a book that interests your child,
and either reading it together, or letting
them flick through pages alone, is definitely
a better option. One of the main benefits
that highlights the importance of reading
with babies and toddlers, is that they are
more likely to choose a book to read for
pleasure over another activity when they
are bored.
10. Reading together helps to create a
bond

There’s nothing better than cuddling up
to your little one and reading a book or
a bedtime story together. Spending time
with one another, reading, and talking,
can bring parents closer to your children.
For parents who work, or have a busy
lifestyle, relaxing with your child and
simply enjoying each other’s company
while reading can be a great way for you
both to wind down, relax, and bond.
Recommended
Why you should read bedtime stories
every night
“Children are made readers on the laps
of their parents.” — Emilie Buchwald
With so many benefits that highlight the
importance of reading, we as parents
need to prioritise reading in a child’s
early years to help them to succeed later
in life.
Are
you
raising
a
bilingual
child? Subscribe for related articles. Follow BilingualKidSpot on Facebook and
join our online community and support
group.
https://
bilingualkidspot.com/2017/10/19/
benefits-importance-reading-youngchildren/
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Let’s…
by a WPNS- alumni parent

From Conventions
Past!!!!

Most of us were taught that ‘the
magic word” is “please, “and you
will get what you want, maybe. We
quickly learned that a certain kind
of theatrics was required to unleash
the word’s magic; begging and
pleading. But pleading always feels
disempowering-not magical.

One of the first conventions I ever went
to with CCPPNS was with the keynote
Speaker Adele Faber, author of How to
Talk so KIS will Listen and How to Listen
So Kids Will Talk. I remember her being
fabulous, funny and heart- warming. She
reminded us all that respectful communiFortunately, there is a word with cation is the key to all. We just need to
remember to take the time and really
REAL magic: D
listen or our children’s words, (AND
Let's…….
those of others), not that we have to
agree, and to validate their feelings so
We used it mostly with other kids,
that fewer “arguments” will occur and in
since grown-ups didn’t really beits place cooperation will arise- and we
lieve in magic. Nobody told us it
all want that. Here are some points that
was a magic word, we just knew
she made way back then, but are still
intuitively that we could use it to co
relevant today:
-create whatever we wanted:
* Let’s Play
* Let’s Pretend
* Let’s go puddle stomping

When feelings are acknowledged, people
can move on
Don’t ask a child why they are crying, it
forces them to come up with a reason.
“Describe what you see.”

* Let’s make a fairy castle
* Let build a tree house
* Let’s start a band
The essence of letting is “allowing”
which is the key to creativity. And
the apostrophe-s stands for “us,” so
it really is an invitation to co-create.
IT’s good to model politeness and
use “please” with your kids, but if it
turns into pleading, you modeling
disempowerment. Switch to LET’S
and you model empowerment
through partnership:

Sarcasm of any kind doesn’t’ belong in
our homes, schools or workplace.
“For a child you at the adult are allowed
to put things out to the universe.”
It is okay to say, “I don’t know,” and that
you and she should think about it.
The best of all:
WE all can’t be 100% all the time, we are
all works in progress.

She then went on and outline 10 skills
for involving cooperation. Try this at
home, at any given moment and you
Before: “Would you PLEEEEEASE
don’t have to do them in order. Most of
help me clean up this mess????”
them do have an impact, and it you will
After:
“LET”S clean this up to- be surprised.
gether!”
1. Describe the problem. Wend the Rat is

thirsty so you would say: Oh the rats
is sucking on the water bottle.” When
you give a child a command you take
away the responsibility.
2. Give Information

3. State what is acceptable and what
is not and sometimes both. Give clear
boundaries
4. Use this technique: “It would be
helpful if……
5. Offer a choice.
6. Say it with just a word. Sometimes
we over talk/explain.

7. Describe what and how you feel.
8. State what you would like and expect.
9. Do the unexpected: Use humor, be
playful. Don’t change your mind, just
change your mood.
10. Write a note, and if they can’t
read, draw it.

I printed these out and put them on
my refrigerator at home. They reminded me to use these techniques
with my son Q and home. To use
what I DO use with other’s peoples
children and in those relationships I
have outside of my home.
~~Joyce Woodruff

CCPPNS President
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Stress!!
At my school, we are seeing an increase in
stress with both parents and children. We
discuss it at staff meeting, discuss it with
parents and try to encourage everyone to
understand how stress affects families. We
have had a MFT come and talk to families as
well. Parents stress over finances, where to
send a child to Kindergarten and learning
differences and how they are managed.
My goal with my article is to encourage educators and parents to educate each other
and problem solve in the preschool environment. We also need to be aware not to
increase a child’s natural concerns that can
lead to more stress. School shootings are
also increasing parent’s fears. Some recommendations for the children are to:

Give children a chance to record their feelings. I have often had children tell me
things to write that they would never have
just told me.
Play is essential as they have both a physical
and emotional release…works for adults as
well.
We need to be completely nonjudgmental
when listening

He’s Always Been My Son—cont from page 4

cacy and education, and she also provides support and coaching for transgender youth and their families. Find out more
about
Janna,
her
book,
and
her
work
at
www.hesalwaysbeenmyson.com
Meet Janna at Time to Connect; the upcoming CCPPNS Conference March 9-10, 2018 in San Francisco. Her workshop is
called Supporting Gender Expansive / Transgender Youth and
Their Families in Early Childhood Settings. In this workshop
participants will deepen their understanding about gender and
gender identity, especially regarding young children. Participants will learn language they can use when talking to families, friends, and colleagues about gender identities and differences. The workshop includes a discussion of strategies to create inclusive classrooms and communities that support diverse
gender expression. Janna will also share her favorite resources
for parents who think their child may be transgender, or who
have questions about their child’s gender identity. At the same
time, Angelica Guerrero, Director of BillyGoats, will be offering
a workshop on the same topic in Spanish. Following this workshop Janna and Angelica will join together and offer a follow
up discussion for all that want to take the discussion deeper,
or for those seeking more support for their family/child/
student.

Talking about it with peers. If a child brings
up something stressful, a thoughtful adult
can allow children to problem solve even if
the solution is to call Superman!
Talk about ‘worries’ so children can know
that even if they are worried about a mom
coming back, it is valid. We should never
deny feelings as they are learning the importance of checking in with an adult. I
often hear parents and even teachers tell a
child, “You are fine…don’t worry”. Well,
they are worried and we need to listen.
Here are some guidelines and verbiage for
helping children deal with stress
How you talk to children and what you do is
7
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Getting the most out of nature

KIDS PAINTING ACTIVITY: HOW TO
CREATE FLOWER ART!
April
2,

2013 by Quirky Momma
FLOWER ART ACTIVITY

How to make cupcake paper flowers
You will need –
Cupcake liners (preferably of different
sizes)
 Glue
 Glitter
 Scissors (optional)
 Paddle pop sticks
 Paper plate
https://laughingkidslearn.com/
cupcake-paper-flowers

My oldest (age 4) wanted bright colors, so she really
spent time pushing hard on the flower petals. She enjoyed the process and spent a while painting, but I think
her little muscles got tired. She didn't paint as long as
her sister.
Lovey (age 2) enjoyed the combination of the water and
flower petals. For her it was almost like painting with
water colors. Her markings were much lighter and the
paper was more wet, but she spent a long time exploring and creating. She was also very excited that the water changed color during her painting.
Kids painting is a fun way to express creativity. But, it
doesn’t always have to be with the traditional finger or
water paints! This flower art is a unique kids painting
activity for all ages to enjoy!
Kids Activities Blog is excited to welcome Shaunna from
Fantastic Fun and Learning as Quirky Momma for the
day. She is here to share a great idea of how to take
freshly fallen flower petals and then use them to paint!
https://web.kidsactivitiesblog.com/26227/kids-paintingflower-art-activity

.
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CCPPNS Officers
& Committee
Board Members:
President
Joyce Woodruff
president@ccppns.org
Treasurer
Beverly Slocum
treasurer@ccppns.org
Northern California:
Vice President Konne Ainsworth
vpnorth@ccppns.org
Secretary

Rebecca Nowlen
secnorth@ccppns.org

Finance

Open
financenorth@ccppns.org

In-House

Anghelika Maddalena
ihnorth@ccppns.org

Resource

Michelle Edgecumbe
resourcenorth@ccppns.org

Outreach

Chantal Maher
outreachnorth@ccppns.org

Southern California
Vice President Jane Walker
vpsouth@ccppns.org
Secretary

Sarah Van Train
secsouth@ccppns.org

Finance

Eileen Lucas
financesouth@ccppns.org

In-House

Martha Beitz
ihsouth@ccppns.org

Resource

Ann Marie Manzo
resourcesouth@ccppns.org

Outreach

Ruth Hollensteiner
outreachsouth@ccppns.org

Committee Chairs:
Advisor (No Cal) Megan Hoppes
advisornorth@ccppns.org
Advisor (So Ca) Beverly Slocum
advisorsouth@ccppns.org
Awards

Heidi Inouye Steiner
awards@ccppns.org

Communication Anghelika Maddalena,
Eileen Lucas
communications@ccppns.org
Website

Anghelika Maddalena
webmaster@ccppns.org
Employer Assistance Open
Historian

Jane Walker
historian@ccppns.org

Leadership/Training
Open
leadership@ccppns.org
Legislation

Tina Jasiukonis
legislation@ccppns.org

Membership Eileen Lucas
membership@ccppns.org
Nomination Chair Jane Walker
nominations@ccppns.org
Parent Cooperative Preschool International
(PCPI Delegate) Chantal Maher
pcpidelegate@ccppns.org
Pins and Publications Open
publications@ccppns.org
Preschooler Megan Hoppes
preschooler@ccppns.org
Quilt
Eileen Lucas
quilt@ccppns.org

Stress!!—cont from page 8
important.

Avoid explanations that produce
fear.

“Let’s take some time to sit
together and talk about what
happened”

“Bees usually don’t bother people.”

Keep in mind the age and level
of understanding.

Don’t avoid questions. Feel free to
say you don’t know about something.

“The doctor will listen to your
heart with a stethoscope. It
helps him hear inside you
body.”

“We believe grandpa is in heaven,
but we don’t know all about it.”

Listen carefully. Do they need
information or reassurance?

“Mommy is not mad at you.”

“Are you worried about when
I’m coming back or where you
will stay?”
Begin by finding out what the
child really knows.
“What do you know about
getting shots?”
Be truthful about answering
questions.

“Joey is moving and we will
miss him. We can write him
letters.”
Give information that is accurate and will hold up as they
learn more.
“The rat died…his heart
stopped and he couldn’t
breathe any more.”
Use concrete information as
much as possible.
“Mom will be gone for two
sleeps!”

Emphasize that children are not to
blame for stress.

Don’t deny children’s reactions,
feelings, or perceptions.
“I heard you say you hated daddy,
you must be really mad.”
Encourage children to talk about
their feelings. Be empathic.
“You can tell me how you feel.” “I
feel sad about that, too.”
You do not have to know everything.
“That is something I don’t know
about. Let’s ask…”
Help children identify goals and
strengths to help them adjust.

“That is scary, but you know how to
stay away from bees.”
A note to parents and teachers…we
all have stress. Find out how YOU
can deal with it and not pass it on
to the children as they have worries
and we need to help them with the
tools we have to help them develop
the tools they need.

Explanations need to be brief
and then be ready for more
questions.

Konne Ainsworth

“We’re going to the doctor’s
office to have your ears
checked.”

Teacher of the 3’s & PreK Explorer
Preschool

(a sometimes stressed teacher)

The Preschooler is the official
publication of the California
Council of Parents Participation Nursery Schools (CCPPNS).
Opinions expressed in articles
are not necessarily those of
CCPPNS or the editorial staff.
Articles and photographs may
be submitted for consideration. Please include as much
information as possible when
submitting photos. All submissions become the property of
CCPPNS. Permission to reprint
may be obtained. The Preschooler is published twice a
year.
An electronic version of The
Preschooler is available at our
website at
www.ccppns.org.
Please feel free to download
and make more copies. If you
have questions you can email
mlhoppes@comcast.net
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